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National Day 2022 celebrations continue at Darb Al-Saai in Umm Salal Muhammed under the slogan “ Our strength is the 
source of our unity” aimed a huge turnout by citizens, residents and World Cup fans. The Liwan Stamps and Currencies 
exhibition at Darb Al-Saai provides a great opportunity for people who are interested in this art. It collects rare models of 
all currencies and stamps since the first Qatari currency until now, in addition to being a unique destination for reading 
currencies’ history, uses and stages of development.
As soon as the visitor enters the pavilion of stamps and currencies, he/she embarks on a journey through dozens of 
frames, each of which documents an important period in the history of Qatar. Some of the exhibits date back to the 
period between 1800 and 1900 AD, and they were collected from all sides over the years in order to preserve them as an 
important legacy for future generations.
Mr. Hussein Rajab Al-Ismail, Director of the Qatar Stamps and Currency Club, said that the participation in Darb Al-Saai 
is meaningful, as we take advantage of our presence here to introduce the public and visitors of different nationalities to 
the history of Qatari stamps and currencies, explaining that the most important content of the original drawings are rare 
and valuable stamps.
He added that the exhibition of stamps and currencies is a holistic and as it includes all issuance of Qatar institutions, 
including the commemorative coins as well as the currencies used in Qatar during the period 1800s-1900s.
He explained that the exhibition is witnessing a great turnout from citizens, residents and fans of the World Cup, who find 
the exhibition as a unique opportunity to learn about our culture, history and authentic identity.
As for the efforts of the Qatar Stamps and Currencies Club in collecting and preserving such rare stamps, Al-Ismail 
said that since its establishment in 1989, the club has played an important role in preserving old stamps that embody 
important stages in the memory of the State of Qatar, as it documents for future generations a large number of memorial 
photos of the ancient landmarks of Qatar and other symbols dating back to past centuries.
He added that the club continues to achieve its vision by including young amateurs to collect stamps and currencies, and 
the club was able to collect many rare historical and heritage stamps that represent great value to the people of Qatar, 

Stamps and Currencies Club in Darb Al-Saai Reflect the Memory 
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including, for example, stamps for ancient castles, old ships, and others that document the era of pearl diving, before the 
discovery of oil, there are also stamps of desert plants.
Al-Ismail said that the stamps are linked to the history of Qatar Post, specifically since 1950, and the first Qatari stamp 
issuance included images of «the falcon, the ship, and the mosque», where the falcon symbolizes Qatar›s land heritage, 
while the ship symbolizes its maritime heritage and its economic history.
He continued that there are many external participations of the club, including the activities of the Asian Confederation 
and the World Federation, the last of which was participation in an auction in Switzerland this year, and the club won four 
international awards, as well as participation in Jordan at the level of currencies, in addition to its last participation in 
Indonesia, in which the club won a giant gold that qualifies it for the grand prize, and the second participation came in the 
first issuance of stamps, in addition to 3 different sets of stamps.

The Arabian Oryx film event at Darb Al-Saai witnesses a great 
turnout from families, as large numbers of them attend 
daily to watch the film that tells the story of the life cycle of 
the Oryx, which is one of the distinctive signs of the Qatari 
environment. The Organizing Committee for the National 
Day celebrations has provided the appropriate vibes for 
visitors to Darb Al-Saai to enjoy watching the movie, with 
a large cinema screen and comfortable seats. In addition, 
there is a group of Arabian Oryx animals next to the film 
screening area to allow visitors to take photos with them.
Salem Hussain Al Safran, Assistant Director of the Natural 
Reserves Department at the Ministry of Environment and 

Climate Change, who is in charge of the event, said that the aim of the Oryx film is to shed light on this endangered 
animal and introduce the public and visitors to Darb Al Saai about the Oryx as a Qatari heritage, in the form of a story 
between a mother and her newborn. Where the film deals with the life cycle of this animal collectively, the nature 
of the land in which it lives and its harmony with the rest of the animals in that environment, and reveals how the 
mother helps her newborn how to coexist with the surrounding environment.
Al Safran added that this animal has an important symbolism in the State of Qatar, and was chosen as a logo for 
Qatar Airways for example, so the state pays great attention to it, creating a lot of reserves for it to keep it from 
extinction.
He noted that the first thing the State did to preserve this animal was to establish the Al-Maha Proliferation Centre 
in 1979 at Shehaniyah Farm. The second reserve, Asherj Reserve, was established in northern Qatar in 1991. In 1997, 
the Al-Mas’habeya Reserve was established in southwestern Qatar close to the Qatari-Saudi border, to which this 
animal was transported in order to breed naturally. In addition to studying these new locations as fit for purpose, 
because of its different terrain, as differences were seen between animals living in different places depending on 
their nature. That helped Qatar figure out the right environment for this animal.
The Assistant Director of the Department of Nature Reserves said that a special team of veterinary doctors, 
nurses and assistants have been hired to ensure these animals stay healthy, in addition to carrying out an annual 
immunization operation for them to overcome potential diseases. He added: «There are programmes carried out 
by the Ministry for the the Arabic Oryx, including the Genetic Footprint Programme, which is designed to focus on 
the proliferation of good quality of these animals, the genetic footprint identifies each species and gives it a special 
number, after which samples of a number of oryx›s heads are taken and tested in cooperation with Weill Cornell 
University of Medicine to determine the breeding chain that will mate annually. In order to produce a generation 
that can withstand extreme conditions, in addition to preserving the shape and aesthetic of this animal.

The Arabian Oryx Film.. A National Film 
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In front of the giant screens, of which five are present in Darb Al-Saai, dozens of visitors hung out with joy as 
Morocco scored the decisive penalty by the Moroccan player Ashraf Hakimi, who had gifted his country a historic 
qualification for the World Cup quarter-finals to become the first Arab team to reach this in the history of the 
World Cup, after knocking out Spain. Dozens of Arab visitors to Darb Al-Saai, who were unable to get tickets for 
the Morocco-Spain match in the second round of the World Cup because of the large numbers of fans that went 
to support the Moroccan team at Al Thumama Stadium, watching the match with a large number of attendees 
in front of giant screens very enjoyable. A sense of togetherness was evident in the support all Arab nationalities 
were expressing for Morocco, which ended up delivering and qualifying to the quarter-finals. 
In this regard, Muhammad from Morocco described what happened as a joy of a lifetime and an achievement 
for history, adding that this victory is for the Arab World, and not for Morocco alone, and that all of our Qatari 
and Arab brothers in Doha are happy with the win, because it is a mutual achievement. Jasim of Qatar said that 
Morocco›s victory added to the joy of organizing the World Cup in an exceptional manner, and Jasim hoped that 
Morocco would win the next game and qualify to the semi-finals.

Visitors of Darb Al-Saai celebrate the historic qualification of the 

Atlas Lions (Morocco) for the quarter-finals of the World Cup

In an initiative to discover Qatari heritage and learn about the culture and customs of Qatari society, a Japanese delegation 
of World Cup fans visited our location. Visitors took part in watching events such as the Qatari parade and Al-Fajri Marine 
art, as well as witnessing “the science” event, and took part in camel and horse riding. 
In this regard, Masak Kudi Hala, a Japanese fan, said “I came to Qatar to support the Japanese national team, my country›s 

Darb Al-Saai events attract the interest of Japanese fans
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national team, and despite their exit from the round of 16, I am very proud of how they performed throughout the 
tournament, defeating Germany and Spain”. He added that he enjoyed a great deal of this World Cup’s atmosphere. With 
regard to his Darb Al-Saai visit, time in his life, he noted that the Qatari culture and the public›s knowledge of Qatari and 
Arab heritage he was able to gain, customs and traditions had indeed dazzled him. He also commended the role of the 
State of Qatar and its extraordinary success in presenting an unforgettable version of this year›s World Cup. He pointed out 
that all Japanese audience in Qatar admired the World Cup atmosphere and the length to which they’ve been introduced 
to the Qatari and Arab culture, as well as that of the Islamic world.
Takoya Watanabel, another Japanese fan, said that he loved popular food and hot beverages in Qatar, such as karak, and 
that he had become keen to drink Karak on a daily basis while visiting touristic places in the country. He added that Qatar 
has achieved great successes this year in terms of the distinctive organization of the World Cup, and has indeed delivered 
the most important and outstanding tournament success in the history of the World Cup. With regard to the visit to Darb 
Al-Saai, he commended the idea of this forum, which has a unique atmosphere and is linked to the country›s culture, 
which he felt is very cherished by the Qatari people.

The main theatre in Darb al-Saai hosted an intellectual and cultural symposium titled “The role of young people in the 
development of the present and the making of the future”. The symposium provided an educational and motivational 
aspect for young people to take their role in life and society, thereby contributing to the advancement of their reality and 
looking ahead and contributing to making it better at the collective level.
Mr. Jaber Al-Araq, adviser and instructor in the leadership industry, said during the lecture: The founding of the current 
generation needs a past to be launched through. Noting that the role of young people and the current generation in 
Qatar is highlighted through many events made by young people, including Darb Al-Saai, noting that this is an extension 
of the past, he stressed that Qatari youth are excelling and rapidly evolving in the making of what looks like a very bright 
future, given the importance of adhering to the religious and social values, as well as equpipping one’s self with the two 
necessary tools of science and will. 
On her part, the media personnel and public relations specialist Amal Abdul Malik, confirmed that preserving the legacy 
is the most important feature of the development of the present and the industry of the future. She commended the 
Ministry of Culture›s presentation through the celebrations of the National Day of Darb Al-Saai and the accompanying 
events that evoked the authentic Qatari heritage and culture.

 The role of youth in the development of the present, and making of

the future... An intellectual seminar in the Main Theatre
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Pictures from Darb Al-Saai
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Events

Darb Al Saai Events
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Prayer times

Fajr
04:44

Dhuhr
11:26

Asr
02:25

Maghrib
04:45

Isha
06:15
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